Build modern enterprise applications
where they belong – in the Cloud.
Cloud First Digital Delivery Pods leverage modern cloud computing functionality to build software applications
that have business value at its core. Designed from scratch, these applications maximise your investment by
utilising all the services and agility your cloud platform gives you. This means they are fully monitored and secure
in modern infrastructures and specifically designed to be used in your cloud environment – including but not
limited to Azure, Amazon and Google.

Build better applications, with more stability.
Just because your applications have more room to roam in the Cloud, doesn’t mean the associated costs should
be afforded the same luxury. With a Cloud First Digital Delivery Pod from ECS you can release the value of your
existing Cloud investment and make it live up to its billing.
Our fixed-price, outcome driven engagements help you build multi-disciplinary teams with a cloud-first
mentality. Don’t just host in the cloud, build cloud first software applications there with the benefit of stable,
modern infrastructure. With our help, you can fully realise the features native to your chosen public or private
cloud platform. With our guidance, you benefit from vastly reduced timings for delivery, regression,
configuration and testing.

Core features of a Cloud First Digital Delivery Pod:
Sophisticated application monitoring that allow you to better applications quicker, and with more stability
Security baked into applications made to work within a modern infrastructure
Software development expertise that will monitor the usage of your platform and continuingly asses cost
optimisation
Improved customer engagement driven by application usage analytics
Dedicated team focused on integrating a Cloud First mindset through the adoption of new ways of working
and UC/UX techniques
Upskilling of internal teams to enable you to insource engineering capabilities and innovation
A team committed to maximising the agility and services of your cloud provider

How a Cloud First Digital Delivery Pod works
Each Pod is made up of a team of fully certified cloud engineers and AWS architects to advise and implement
your Cloud First solutions. Centred around an initial scoping activity, this Pod uses a combination of UX/CX
techniques to understand user needs, create a backlog and define a Minimal Viable Product from the first
milestone. Milestone two will then be the delivery of the MVP. Any ongoing delivery and commercial milestones are
based on story point velocity defined during milestones one and two. This can look something like the below:
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* These are typical team profiles that can be supplied  
wholly by ECS or supplemented by client teams.   
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Why we’re different
Our consultants deliver cloud, customer experience transformation, continuous
improvement and engineering capabilities in one team. This means you get process,
engineering and best of breed technology to deliver better customer experiences. Our
experience working with some of the largest and most heavily regulated businesses in the
UK to accelerate their customer journey transformation also means we put compliance
and security at the heart of every solution.
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